SINGLE BREEDS – 4 CLASS (SENIOR & JUNIOR CLASSES ONLY) & RECOGNIZED COLORS

SENIOR CLASS – 6 MONTHS OF AGE & OVER & MEETS WEIGHT REQUIREMENTS FOR SPECIFIC BREED
JUNIOR CLASS – UNDER 6 MONTHS OF AGE & MEETS WEIGHT REQUIREMENTS FOR SPECIFIC BREED

AMERICAN FUZZY LOPS - BROKEN OR SOLID PATTERNS
ANGORA, ENGLISH – WHITE OR COLORED
ANGORA, FRENCH – WHITE OR COLORED
ANGORA, SATIN – WHITE OR COLORED
DUTCH – BLACK, BLUE, CHOCOLATE, GRAY, STEEL OR TORTOISE
DWARF HOTOT
MINI SATIN – WHITE
ENGLISH SPOT – BLACK, BLUE, CHOCOLATE, GOLD, GRAY, TORTOISE OR LILAC
FLORIDA WHITE- WHITE ONLY
HARLIQUIN – MAGPIE OR JAPANESE
HAVANA – BLACK, BLUE OR CHOCOLATE
HIMALAYAN – BLACK, BLUE, CHOCOLATE OR LILAC
JERSEY WOOLY – AGOUTI, POINTED WHITE, SELF, SHADED, TAN PATTERN OR LILAC
HOLLAND LOP – BROKEN OR SOLID PATTERN
MINI LOP – BROKEN OR SOLID PATTERN
MINI REX – BLACK, BLUE, BROKEN, CHOCOLATE, CASTOR, CHINCHILLA, HIMALAYAN,
LYNX, OPAL, RED, SABLE POINT, SEAL, TORTOISE, BLUE EYED WHITE, RED EYED WHITE
OR OTTER
POLISH – BLACK, BLUE, BLUE-EYED WHITE, RUBY-EYED WHITE, CHOCOLATE OR BROKEN
REX – BLACK, BLACK OTTER, BLUE, CALIFORNIAN, CASTOR, CHINCHILLA, CHOCOLATE,
LILAC, LYNX, OPAL, RED, SABLE, SEAL, WHITE OR BROKEN
SILVER MARTEN – BLACK, BLUE, CHOCOLATE, SABLE OR SMOKE PEARL
TANS – BLACK, BLUE, CHOCOLATE OR LILAC
Netherland Dwarf (Self Varieties) – BLACK, BLUE, BLUE-EYED WHITE, CHOCOLATE, LILAC
Or Ruby-Eyed White, (Shaded Varieties) Sable Point, Siamese Sable Or Siamese
Smoke Pearl, (Agouti Varieties) Chestnut, Chinchilla, Lynx, Opal Or Squirrel
(Tan Pattern Varieties) Otter, Sable Marten, Silver Marten, Smoke Pearl Marten
Or Tans (All Other Varieties) Fawn, Himalayans, Orange, Steel, Tortoise Shell Or
Broken

SINGLE BREEDS – 6 CLASS(SENIOR, INTERMEDIATE & JUNIOR CLASSES) & RECOGNIZED COLORS

SENIOR CLASS -8 MONTHS OLD & OVER & MEETS WEIGHT REQUIREMENTS FOR SPECIFIC BREED
INTERMEDIATE CLASS- 6 – LESS THAN 8 MONTHS OF AGE & MEETS WEIGHT REQUIREMENTS FOR SPECIFIC BREED
JUNIOR CLASS – UNDER 6 MONTHS OF AGE & MEETS WEIGHT REQUIREMENTS FOR SPECIFIC BREED

AMERICAN – BLUE OR WHITE
ANGORA, GIANT – WHITE ONLY
CALIFORNIAN
CHAMPAGNE D’ARGENT
CRÈME D’ARGENT
CHECKERED GIANT – BLACK OR BLUE
FLEMISH GIANT – FAWN, LIGHT GRAY, STEEL GRAY, SANDY OR WHITE
ENGLISH LOP – BROKEN OR SOLID PATTERN
FRENCH LOP – BROKEN OR SOLID PATTERN
NEW ZEALAND – BLACK, RED OR WHITE
PALOMINO – GOLDEN OR LYNX
SATIN – BLACK, BLUE, BROKEN, CALIFORNIAN, CHINCHILLA, CHOCOLATE, COPPER, RED,
SIAMESE OR WHITE
SILVER FOX – BLACK OR BLUE